
John Jones <john@13thfloor.net> 
 

 
 

 
 
Because of physical and other disabilities, I am unable to attend the Budget and FInance Committee 
Special Meeting tomorrow (May 2, 2013). 
 
If you would, please add my comment to the "Public Comments" ... or read it at the meeting, if that's 
within procedure. 
 
I'm a 67--year old resident of Venice, CA for nearly 50 years (I'm a home owner for 26 years at 2453 
Walnut Ave., Venice, CA 90291). 
For the past 5 years I have been complaining to the street services folks that they OFTEN do not sweep 
our street on designated (signed) street sweeping days (Wednesdays & Thursdays). 
 
I will not bother you with the list of people I have spoken with about this, but I will tell you most have 
simply not gotten back to me, or they've given me erroneous information.  I've been shuffled between 
agencies who all seem to say "Talk with another agency."  For the longest time I was led to believe that 
street sweeping was funded by taxes on gasoline. 
 
Our streets are supposed to be swept weekly.  While I'm aware and understanding of the fact that 
workers might not show up for work, and equipment might be broken, on my block we're lucky if our street 
get swept twice a month.  This is not a sporadic condition .... it's routine or chronic. 
 
If our street sweeping signs were removed, then ... at least ...  homeowners and residents would know 
they would be responsible for sweeping in front of their residences.  Failure to obey the street sweeping 
signs ALWAYS results in tickets (expensive, today).  I've not received a citation for a while, but I have 
been ticketed in the past, and I see many others get ticketed for parking on the street when street 
sweeping is supposed to happen .... and the street sweeper doesn't even appear as it should. 
 
You allocate money to Street Services and they're not doing the work.  The traffic citations are going to be 
issued, regardless if the streets get swept.  At the very minimum, Street Services should keep records of 
when streets were NOT swept so that those who've received a citation can (possibly) have it dismissed. 
 
Yes, I reckon there's no coordination between Street Services and Parking Enforcement ... but it's truly 
not fair that we can get cited for parking on our street during street sweeping hours ... when our streets 
aren't even being swept. 
 
I don't have a solution.  I'm hoping someone at the meeting will have one. 
 
Nancy Aguilar from Bill Rosendah's office gave me your contact information.  Bless her heart ... she 
actually followed-up with helping me. 
 
Thank you!! 
 
John P. Jones (john@13thfloor.net) 
2453 Walnut Ave. 
Venice, CA 90291-5018 
Phone: 310-827-1729 
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